[RECEPTION: GOOD. FIGURES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF PROGRAM; A VIDEO TAPE OF THE PROGRAM SUMMARIZED BELOW CAN BE ORDERED FROM FBIS/VSD BY CALLING OR FAXING WITHIN 30 DAYS OF BROADCAST DATE]

[FBIS LOG] 1. #25 ARMED MEN ABDUCT THREE MALAYSIANS; KIDNAPPERS REPORTEDLY HEADING TOWARDS PHILIPPINES; GOVERNMENT CONFIRMS KIDNAPPING; VIDEO SHOWS OLD FOOTAGE OF AREA WHERE SIPADAN HOSTAGES WERE ABDUCTED IN 23 APRIL. (TEXT)

2. #1:4 EVENTS LEADING UP TO RELEASE OF FOUR REMAINING FOREIGN HOSTAGES RECALLED; VIDEO SHOWS EVENTS LEADING UP TO RELEASE OF FOUR REMAINING FOREIGN HOSTAGES, FREED HOSTAGES.

3. #4:13 FREED FOREIGN HOSTAGES BOARD C-130 CARGO PLANE, SERVED PIZZA, COLD BEER; FREED FRENCH HOSTAGE MENT SCUBA DIVING; VIDEO SHOWS ACTIVITIES OF FREED FOREIGN HOSTAGES.

4. #6:42 GOVERNMENT SENDS EMISSARY TO NEGOTIATE FOR RELEASE OF LONE FILIPINO HOSTAGE ORIGINALLY ABDUCTED FROM SIPADAN, MALAYSIA; FREED SOUTH AFRICAN HOSTAGE FEARS FOR SAFETY OF FILIPINO HOSTAGE; VIDEO SHOWS OLD FOOTAGE OF FILIPINO HOSTAGE, INTERVIEW WITH FREED SOUTH AFRICAN HOSTAGE.

5. #8:33 LIVE INTERVIEW WITH CHIEF GOVERNMENT NEGOTIATOR ON NEW ABDUCTION WHEREIN THREE MALAYSIANS WERE TAKEN FROM PANDANAN ISLAND, MALAYSIA; VIDEO SHOWS OLD FOOTAGE OF ABU SAYYAF REBELS, INJURED ABU SAYYAF REBELS IN ENCOUNTER BETWEEN ABU SAYYAF FACTIONS, MILITARY MEN. (TEXT)
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6. 11:49 FREED FRENCH HOSTAGE WENT SCUBA DIVING; VIDEO SHOWS HOSTAGE GOING SCUBA DIVING.

7. 12:54 SIPADAN KIDNAPPING RECALLED; VIDEO SHOWS OLD FOOTAGE OF HOSTAGES, ABU SAYYAF REBELS. (COMMERCIAL)

8. 19:36 LIVE REPORT BY GMA REPORTER FROM MALACANANG -- ESTRADA ORDERS NAVAL BLOCKADE TO PREVENT KIDNAPPERS OF THREE MALAYSIA'S FROM ENTERING PHILIPPINE TERRITORY; VIDEO SHOWS OLD FOOTAGE OF SITE WHERE FOREIGN HOSTAGES WERE TAKEN FROM SIPADAN, MALAYSIA LAST 23 APRIL; MINDANAO COORDINATING COUNCIL MEETING. (TEXT)

9. 23:18 FERRY BOAT SINKS, 10 PERSONS DEAD; NO VIDEO.

10. 23:55 WEATHER BUREAU CANNOT CONFIRM PRESENCE OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS IN LAS PINAS, MANILA; VIDEO SHOWS MAN CLAIMING TO HAVE SEEN UFOS. (COMMERCIAL)

11. 27:07 TROPICAL STORM SPOTTED IN PHILIPPINES; NO VIDEO.

12. 28:26 DRUNK MAN ARRESTED, WENT AMOK; VIDEO SHOWS MAN IN JAIL. (COMMERCIAL)

13. 32:24 VEHICULAR ACCIDENT.